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I. INTRODUCTION

In the literature, few studies have explored FTS implementation and given evidences of success factors for the area [1]. Software processes configuration in FTS is not attended completely by existing practices in GSD. In addition, software processes are complex, and like all intellectual processes, depend on human judgment [2]. Therefore, FTS implementation can be difficult to achieve. It requires great effort from development teams involved. It is also important to notice that when not applied properly, FTS can result in failures and increase the project cost [3].

Many companies have tried to implement FTS strategy, but have abandoned it after some point because of the difficulty of putting it into practice [1]. The lack of successful cases in software industry has led companies to look for new strategies for software development. Consequently, FTS have stopped to evolve in the software industry. In order to motivate companies to adopt FTS, it is necessary first to define how FTS must be practiced. In this context, our research question posed in this study is defined as follow: “How to develop software using the FTS strategy in GSD environments?”

Agile methodologies has been discussed as a promising way to develop software applying FTS strategy [1] [4]. Agile methodologies are based on robust engineering for teams and process, which are adaptable to changes [5]. Hence, inspired in practices from agile methodologies, our research aims to develop a software process to support FTS strategy adoption in GSD environments. The term process is used here to designate a set of tools, methods, and practices used to produce a software product. A process guides actions, allowing to examine, to understand, to control, and to enhance the activities that it comprises [6].

II. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The main goal of this research is to propose a software process for adoption of the FTS strategy, incorporating agile methodologies for GSD environments. Utilization of agile methodologies appears to be promising for the FTS implementation [1] [4]. Furthermore, the use of agile methodologies in the GSD context is motivated by many benefits such as, increased productivity, innovation, and customer satisfaction [7]. To achieve the research goal, we derived the following objectives:

- To further theoretical knowledge about FTS, around-the-clock, and agile methodologies;
- To analyze agile methodologies for software development in the GSD and FTS context;
- To conduct in-depth case studies of development software projects in GSD environments;
- To identify best practices of FTS and around-the-clock development;
- To define a reference model for software development using FTS strategy;
- To propose a software process to implement FTS strategy in GSD environments.

III. RELATED WORK

The lack of studies about FTS to define practices and process is a factor that gives us motivation to perform this research. We found mainly studies performed by [8] and [4] about this.

[8] explored the utilization of the agile practices for 24-Hour Knowledge Factory (24HrKF) environments. They aim to search for solutions that enable handoffs to be practiced effectively. This study was motivated by the interest in new distributed and agile process, in especially for 24HrKF...
environments. [8] claim similar methods for 24HrKF such as FTS, and having the same problem as described in the study. According to [8], many companies have not implemented FTS, because coordination, communication, and cultural difficulties were found while conducting it.

[4] described agile methodologies for FTS first. [8], was inspired in [4] to performed his study. Also, [1] and [9], claim the use of agile methodologies for FTS as promising practices.

In [4] an experience using distributed XP (eXtreme Programming) for FTS is reported. This study describes challenges, lessons learned, and solutions, emphasizing mainly using of agile methodologies for FTS implementation.

IV. RESEARCH METHOD

This research is exploratory. Exploratory research enables the researcher to choose a collection of data collection techniques to develop the study [10]. In this research, we chose to use as main methods: case studies, literature review, systematic literature review (SLR), and controlled experiment. Next, we present how each method will be used in the context of the research design.

A. Research Design

The research design is organized in three phases: (1) Exploratory, (2) Development, and (3) Validation. Figure 1 summarizes the selected methods selected and the timeline of the proposed execution. Each phase is described in details below.
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**Phase 1- Exploratory**: This research phase is divided into two sub phases:

*Sub phase 1:* In this first sub phase a review of the theoretical basis will be conducted, which involves the review of the literature and Systematic Review of Literature (SLR), about the concepts GSD, FTS, around-the-clock, and agile methodologies. The purpose of this sub-phase is to build a set of characteristics, recommendations, and definitions for the preparation of the software process preliminary. The proposed software process will be inspired in practices from the agile methodologies, which are cited by [1] and [4] as the most promising for the FTS strategy implementation.

**Phase 2 - Development:** In this phase we will develop a software process preliminary to implementation FTS strategy in GSD environments. Studies conducted in Phase 1 will provide us an understanding of how software processes are built for FTS. Furthermore, results obtained in sub phases 1 and 2, will provide benefits in terms of software practices for software process construction.

**Phase 3 - Validation:** in the validation phase, two research methods for validating the proposed software process will be executed. There will be a systematic literature review (SLR) to complement SLRs developed in Phase 1 and an experiment. Conducting a new SLR aims to eliminate remaining issues of SLRs developed in Phase 1 and will bring new knowledge to contribute to improve and validate the proposed process, as recommended by [11] and [12].

The experiment will be developed to verify the proposed process. Experimenting performance in software engineering is used to demonstrate or refute theories, exploring new areas [13]. For preparation of the experiment plan we will follow the guide by [14] and recommendations by [13] and [15]. With the development of this experiment, it will be possible to reject null hypotheses and prove alternative hypotheses formulated for the proposed process.
Results of this experiment also aim to contribute for the improvement of the proposed process. Results may show a need for adjustments to the process, which will be held for final delivery of the proposal. Thus, it is expected to perform the experiment and SLR, obtaining a result consistent with objectives defined in this survey.

V. RESULTS AND EXPECTED RESULTS

In the Phase 1- Exploratory, we collected some results from research visits made by two renowned researchers from the study area, Professor Erran Carmel (American University) and Professor Amar Gupta (University of Arizona). With Professor Carmel, it was possible to obtain a deeper theoretical basis about FTS, interact with the research group and participate in the projects. Moreover, with him it was possible to verify which directions from a management perspective the research in FTS is taking and discuss the results found in the studies and possible solutions for the area. With Professor Amar Gupta, we studied mainly the around-the-clock concept. Professor Gupta develops research about 24 hour Knowledge Factory concept in around-the-clock environments. With Professor Gupta it was possible to archive a deeper understanding of the theoretical basis about around-the-clock and 24 hour Knowledge Factory, checking with researches being conducted in the area and which results has been already obtained.

We also have results from two SLRs. Results from the first SLR was published in the International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems (ICEIS) [16] and the International Conference on Global Software Engineering (ICGSE) [17] in 2010. This SLR aimed to identify software engineering (SE) areas that have studies in GSD, the most discussed topics in each area and studies in FTS. Consequently, it allows the analysis of the evolution of the GSD research field, SE areas that have been investigated, and the topics that have to be dealt with. A second SLR is on the review stage and will be submitted to the Journal of Systems and Software (JSS). The goal of this research was to identify what we already know about FTS in software engineering, what we call FTS software development, and how the studies in the area have evolved in recent years.

VI. EXPECTED RESULTS

In the next phases of this research, we expect to obtain results that contribute by characterizing FTS strategy and defining processes and practices for its implementation. We intend to offer the following contributions to software industry and academia:

- Development of a software process for FTS strategy implementation;
- Adoption of the agile methodologies for FTS implementation;
- Practice definition to software process to adequacy FTS strategy;
- Setting up new concepts and theories that tend to contribute to the software engineering area; and improvement of the GSD software process.

Not limited to these contributions, this research will search effectively for GSD solutions that can help to reduce culture, coordination, communications challenges.

VII. EVALUATION

An evaluation method was included in Section IV. Findings have been (and will be) published at main conferences and journals from the research area. We expect feedback to be provided by companies and the academic community to validate our findings.
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